
It’s called stubborn fat for a
reason: no matter how much you
eat healthy and exercise, it’s virtually
impossible to lose those annoying
muffin tops, love handles, and belly
pooch.You’re left with two options:
live with them or think surgery.

Thanks to the revolutionary
procedure, and now Burlington’s

Advanced Rejuvenation, there is a
third option.

“I am excited and proud
to announce that we are now
offering CoolSculpting at Advanced
Rejuvenation,” Dr. Jeans, owner and
operator of Advanced Rejuvenation
explains.

Developed by Harvard scientists,
the unique, FDA-cleared and
Health Canada approved patented
procedure uses a targeted cooling
process that kills the fat cells
underneath the skin, literally
freezing them to the point of
elimination. Only fat cells are
frozen. Once crystallized, the
fat cells die and are naturally
eliminated from your body.

“Studies have shown that you
lose, on average, about 25 per cent
of the fat cells in a treatment area,”
Jeans adds.

Having been doing fat-melting
treatments with injections for many
years, Jeans has decided to add
CoolSculpting to her list of services
because of its superiority to similar
treatments.

With other procudures such as
Lipodissolve, Jeans could only treat a
15cm x 30cm area every eight weeks.
For someone who sought treatment
in several areas, it would take a long
time to treat all of the areas adequately.
After the treatment, you would have
three to five days of swelling and
the potential for low blood pressure
and fainting so treatments had to be
timed carefully to fit into your work
and social schedule. If you didn’t alter
your diet, the fat seemed to return
fairly easily.

“With CoolSculpting, I can treat
an unlimited number of areas in
a short timeframe and there is
little or no swelling afterwards.
Each session is only an hour.
I am really excited about this

because I can give my clients true
transformation in a relatively short
period of time.”

Results can start to be seen as early
as three weeks after treatment and will
continue to improve for three to four
months. Even with any future weight
gain, results will last because the fat
cells are no longer present.

The actual treatment is nearly
pain-free. “You feel some initial
pulling when the hand piece is
first applied as the vacuum draws
the tissue in,” says Jeans who has
had the treatment. “For me, this
pulling sensation was eye-watering
for less than a minute; as soon as
the cooling kicked in, the sensation
waned and I was numb for the rest
of the treatment.”

CoolSculpting is approved in
Canada for treating anywhere from
the neck down. The consultation
process includes mapping the
treatment areas with templates
that determine which of the four
hand pieces will fit best on your
body. This gives us a good idea
of how many treatments will be
required.

However, Jeans is also quick to
stress that this technology will not
work for every client. “By the same
token, if the template doesn’t fit an
area, we will know in advance that
we cannot treat it.”

CoolSculpting is a safe and effective
method of getting rid of unwanted fat
deposits. If you have fat that you want
to get rid of, Jeans invites you to come
for a complimentary consultation to
find out how CoolSculpting can help
you.

Forbeforeandafterphotos,plusmore
study results, visit www.coolscultping.
com. For more information about
Advanced Rejuvenation Medical Spa
locatedat425LocustStreetindowntown
Burlington, call 905-340-0401 or visit
www.restoringnaturalbeauty.com.
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SPOTLIGHT On BuSIneSS
Transform your body without

surgery or downtime
Burlington clinic now offering the state-of-the-art CoolSculpting procedure
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Before 16 weeks after
second coolsculpting* session
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Before 16 weeks after
coolsculpting* session (single side treatment)
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